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1. Summary

The Hog Hollow Trail aka Hog Hollow Road has been in continuous use by the general public since 
pioneer times. It was used recreationally by four-wheel enthusiasts, horse riders, and  motorcycle 
riders. Over the past 20 years, its principal recreational users have been mountain bikers. And in 
recent years, Hog Hollow is seeing increased use by hikers and horse riders as well as mountain 
bikers through the Angel Gate trailhead. Evidence shows that the Hog Hollow Road has been in 
continuous use by mountain bikers every year, and every season of the year, for 30 years. Hog 
Hollow was already an established biking route when Greg Bromka included the Corner Canyon to 
Hog Hollow Road in his book of cycling rides in 1996 (see below). It was ridden openly, was widely 
known as a riding location, and was used without seeking permission from any entity. Hog Hollow is a 
critical access point to the trail system on Traverse Mountain for those who live in the Alpine/Highland 
area. Before the placement of the fence by Blue Bison Development, lower Hog Hollow was seeing 
steadily increasing use by the public as they enter Draper's trail system through the Angel Gate 
trailhead. The nearest alternative trailheads are miles away on heavily trafficked roads. This is 
important because teenage members of school mountain bike racing teams from Lehi, Highland, 
and Alpine pedal directly to the Hog Hollow trail for training activities. Driving to another trailhead is 
not a reasonable option for these students, many of whom do not have driver's licenses or vehicles 
that can transport a bike. (The nearest trailheads to Angel Gate are 4.7 miles away to the west and 
3.9 miles away on the east.) The fence separating the Angel Gate trailhead from the Hog Hollow Trail 
blocks an established public access path and places an undue burden on citizens who regularly 
use the trails.



2. Selected History of Hog Hollow as a Mountain Bike Destination:

Overview:  The Corner Canyon - Hog Hollow Road has been known and used extensively by 
cyclists since the recognition of mountain biking as a sport in the 1980s. The area, and the Hog 
Hollow Road itself, has seen steadily increasing use. The Draper side of the road has been 
improved and is now gravel for most of its length. Trailheads have been added at the Bonneville 
Shoreline, near the bottom of Jacob's Ladder, and at the top at Peakview. The road now serves 
as a driving link from the valley to trailheads higher on the mountain. Many mountain bikers still 
climb the hill using the gravel road for the steady exercise it provides.
The Alpine side has remained more primitive. Draper City purchased the land after passage of a 
bond in 2004. Hikers and mountain bikers continued to have unrestricted access to Hog Hollow 
Road from Alpine and Highland. As Draper developed their trail system, they converted the road 
to a broad non-motorized trail. Heavily used for recreation, the Hog Hollow trail also serves as a 
critical link to several other trails in their system on the south side of the mountain. Yet the Hog 
Hollow trail can ONLY be reached from Alpine and Highland by passing through the now-fenced 
Blue Bison property. 

1992.  A scheduled group mountain bike ride of Hog Hollow on June 3, 1992 is published in the 
Wasatch Mountain Club's June newsletter The Rambler. This indicates that Hog Hollow was known 
as a cycling route almost 30 years ago and in this case was a target destination. Riding was 
done openly, publicly announced, and without seeking permission from any individual or entity.

1996.  Greg Bromka publishes "Chapter 38. Upper Corner Canyon and Hog Hollow Roads" in his 
book "Mountain Biking Utah's Wasatch & Uinta Mountains." Greg Bromka's book was the definitive 
resource for area cyclists at the time of publication. The cited chapter establishes Hog Hollow as 
an actively-used cycling route, provides a map showing the route through Hog Hollow, and 
describes a recommended route for access to Hog Hollow from Alpine. Original copy in 
possession of Bruce Argyle.

2000.  Bruce Argyle publishes the web page "Hog Hollow" within UtahMountainBiking.com, a 
dedicated website for mountain biking information. Utah Mountain Biking was the definitive 
source of detailed Utah bike trail information on the internet. The Hog Hollow page was 
published with photos from 1999 and 2000 showing riders in Hog Hollow and an original hand-
drawn map showing access to Hog Hollow through northwest Alpine. Hog Hollow was a known 
cycling destination, in use by groups and individuals. (Printed photos used to create the original 
web page are dated on the back and are in the author's possession.) The web page has been 
frequently updated since, as the trail has been in continuous use by cyclists.

2003, 2004.  A winter hill-climb and down-hill bike race in Hog Hollow was sponsored by Utah 
Mountain Biking for two consecutive years (2/1/2003 and 2/7/2004).  The events in 2003 and 
2004 were publicly announced and promoted during January before each race. Web articles 
about these races were published shortly after each race in UtahMountainBiking.com and 
remain in publication. The 2004 event was the subject of an article by a Provo Daily Herald writer 
(copy of the newspaper story in possession of Bruce Argyle). The event organizer's best 
recollection is that, in preparing for the race, he spoke with the Chair of the Alpine City Trails 
Committee and with the Alpine City Manager and was told that there was a "public easement" 
for the Hog Hollow Road, and that no permission was required from any landowner as long as 
racers stayed on the roadway and the base of operations for the race was within 10 feet of the 
road.



[ Years circa 2005-2010. ]  Hog Hollow was the primary climbing route of the race course for the 
expert division at the Alpine Days mountain bike race (held yearly in early August) for several years. 
These races were sponsored by Alpine City. Was permission sought from any individual or entity to 
use the Hog Hollow Road? 

2006.  Hog Hollow is the subject of a satirical post in Elden Nelson's popular internet blog "Fat Cyclist." 
One can conclude from this blog post that the post's author knew Utah's mountain bikers were 
familiar with Hog Hollow and would be interested in an article concerning it -- whether satire or fact.

2017.  The Angel Gate trailhead (a cindered parking area just west of the Hog Hollow Road near the 
three-way border of Draper, Highland, and Alpine) is first described in UtahMountainBiking.com as a 
location for public parking when riding bikes in Hog Hollow. (The connector from the Angel Gate 
trailhead to the Hog Hollow and Hog Hollow Creek trails is now blocked by the Blue Bison fence.)

2017.  The Hog Hollow Creek trail makes a continuous corridor from Westfield Road through Beacon 
Park and on uphill to join the lower Hog Hollow Road. It is an alternative singletrack route, bypassing 
the lower (Alpine) portion of the broad Hog Hollow trail. It is considered an established biking route 
with formal trail signs and connector trails to receive hikers and riders from nearby homes and deliver 
them uphill to the Hog Hollow Trail. (The Hog Hollow Creek trail is now blocked by the Blue Bison 
fence.)

2017.  The Porcupine Trail is constructed, joining the Peakview Trail to upper Hog Hollow from the east 
(the connection is currently just above the merger of the Two Hollows trail with the Hog Hollow trail).

2018.  The Two Hollows trail traverses the hillside to connect the Mercer Canyon trail (west of Hog 
Hollow) to the upper Hog Hollow trail, with trailhead connection at the subdivision uphill.

2018.  The one-way Achtung Baby trail is constructed from the Two Hollows trail (just downhill from the 
junction with the Hog Hollow Road) down to the western side of the lower Hog Hollow Trail. (Achtung 
Baby is later extended uphill so it begins where the combined Hog Hollow/Two Hollows trail goes 
under the subdivision road at the trailhead.) The Hog Hollow trail is used as the uphill access route to 
the top of Achtung Baby, with Utah County riders entering the trail system through the Angel Gate 
trailhead.

2019.  The Fango trail is constructed from the lower Hog Hollow Trail over to Mercer Hollow, leaving 
the Hog Hollow trail just below the end of Achtung Baby.

2019.  High school mountain bike team riders are regularly using Hog Hollow as their access point for 
training rides.

2020.  The connector trail from Fango to Woods Hollow increases the utility of Angel Gate as an 
access point for all of Draper City's south-side trails.

2021.  The Hog Hollow trail is again the climbing route for the Alpine Days mountain bike race in 
August.



2021. The Longview and the Carpe Diem trails join the lower Hog Hollow trail on the eastern side 
of the path. These trails substantially increase the number of hikers and bike riders entering Hog 
Hollow through the Angel Gate trailhead.

2021. During the 11 weeks of August through mid-October, 11 school race teams used Hog 
Hollow for training rides on 41 individual days, with a total of 4816 students among those teams.

3. Selected supporting evidence:

Upcoming event for 1992 as reported 
in The Rambler (Wasatch Mountain 
Club) page 6 of a 60-page 
publication mailed to members.
Note size of membership in the 20-
page insert between pages 20 and 
21. Reference 1.

The Hog Hollow Road was a known and highly used route at the time 
of the publication of Greg Bromka's "Mountain Biking Utah's Wasatch & 
Uinta Mountains" in 1996. Bromka is the author of several mountain 
bike guidebooks, and was the definitive expert for Utah's trails at the 
time of this publication. The cycling route listed in his book runs from 
Draper to Alpine, consisting of the Corner Canyon Road on the north 
and the Hog Hollow Road on the south. Reference 6.



Left:  Original riding map of 
Hog Hollow published in 2001
by Utah Mountain Biking, 
created by Bruce Argyle

Right:  Map published for the 
February 2003 "Frozen Hog" 
Race sponsored
by Utah Mountain Biking

Reference 3.

Handlebar photo in Hog Hollow dated April 
3, 1999 by Bruce Argyle. This photo was used 
in the original 2001 trail description on 
UtahMountainBiking.com.

Group photo at the top of Hog Hollow 
01/08/2000 by Bruce Argyle, showing Mike 
Engberson, Chad Hunter, Gary Argyle. This 
photo has been in continuous publication 
since 2001. Reference 3.

Matt Flygare descends Hog Hollow on 
1/15/2000. Photo by Bruce Argyle. Dated 
original prints of these photos with hand-
written location in his possession.

Crew of the first Frozen Hog winter bike race at 
Hog Hollow 02/01/2003. Held with knowledge 
and approval of Alpine City, but no landowner 
permission required. Reference 4.



Right:  Screenshot from 
video of Frozen Hog in 
2003. Available on 
YouTube.

Left:  Screenshot from 
video of 2004 Frozen 
Hog, from YouTube.

Reference 5.

Hog Hollow was being used by cyclists in all seasons, long before "Fat 
Bikes" were generally available. This publication by Provo's The Daily 
Herald contains an article on the 2004 Frozen Hog race on the Hog 
Hollow Road. The photo shows the hillclimb race. Reference 12.

(After two years in Hog Hollow, in 2005 the Frozen Hog event was 
moved to Alpine's Lambert Park, where it was held every February for 
several years. This was done because the popularity of the event 
required more parking than was possible on the side of the Hog Hollow 
Road and nearby subdivision streets, and not due to any restrictions or 
lack of permission.)

On the Trailforks trail navigation app, the Hog Hollow trail (Reference 11) 
has a popularity rating of 90 on a scale of 100. (A trail's popularity is 
established by comparing the number of Strava app subscribers who ride 
it compared to how frequently they use other trails in the area.)
As a comparison, the Three Falls Fort Canyon trail has a popularity of 70. To 
reach the Fort Canyon Ranch trailhead (the nearest trailhead to the east) 
requires 3.9 miles from the Angel Gate trailhead by street, then 7.1 miles 
on trails to reach upper Hog Hollow.
The Fango Trail and its connector to Woods Hollow have a popularity of 65. 
The street route from Angel Gate to the Brookside trailhead in Draper (the 
closest trailhead to the west) is 4.7 miles, then 3.9 miles on trail to reach 
lower Hog Hollow. *Mileage source is GPS track files published on 
UtahMountainBiking.com

School mountain bike team organized practices in Hog Hollow
During August through mid-October 2021, a total of 11 school racing 
teams used Hog Hollow on 41 individual days. There are 4816 student 
athletes among these teams. This data is obtained from the High School 
Mountain Bike Practice Coordination Spreadsheet used by the school 
teams to coordinate practices by reserving a trail or trail system for specific 
teams on a given day. (Note that in addition to organized practices, nearby 
student athletes often go for training rides in Hog Hollow on their own.) 
Spreadsheet data for Hog Hollow provided by Ryan Smith (Reference 10).



Location of nearest trailheads for riders in Alpine and Highland. In every case, it requires several 
miles of road and trail riding to reach Hog Hollow from any alternate trailhead. The Angel Gate 
connector is critical.
With the fence in place:
  To reach Hog Hollow from the east, riders would take Westfield Road to Alpine's Main Street, then 
north to Fort Canyon Ranch TH to reach the trail system, then climb up and over the mountain 
and descend to Hog Hollow on their bikes.
  To the west, riders would climb Suncrest Drive and divert into the subdivision to reach southern 
Maple Hollow, climb uphill to a connecting trail, then ride a few miles of trail (again crossing 
Suncrest Drive) over to Hog Hollow.
Note that the Hog Hollow Creek trail from Westfield Road is blocked near Angel Gate, as is the 
broad doubletrack trail (to the right, mid-map) and the connector from the Angel Gate trailhead. 
(Three trails are blocked with a single fence. There is no way to reach Hog Hollow without miles of 
detour.)



4. Statements of Impact:

John Rosenvall:
Wow our high school bike team uses that trailhead regularly. That's a key trailhead for us.
Jonathan Ludwig:
At least 4 large high school teams use it weekly during the training season.
A lot of the riders on our team bike to that trailhead from home, because it is close and safer to 
access on a bike than other trailheads. With the current closures, they won't be able to do that 
either.
Paul Fulton:
My boys were (are) on the Lone Peak mountain bike team. I want them (and all Utah County 
mountain bike kids and all trail enthusiasts) to have access to Hogs from Highland as soon as 
possible. It's that simple.
Rick Louder:
Our home sits adjacent to the 110-acre Blue Bison property. I look out the window to the north 
each morning and see a parking lot full of biking enthusiasts taking advantage of the plethora of 
trails.
Elden Nelson:
At least a couple thousand of us have ridden it since 2010 (did Strava exist before then?), and 
many of us have ridden it hundreds of times (I show a couple hundred for myself, the earliest in 
2010). https://strava.com/segments/746465 This doesn't even take running, horseback riding into 
account, or people who ride without tracking.
Michael Dutton:
1) Cutting off Highland/Alpine access to Hog Hollow will force more traffic onto Draper residential 
streets as everyone from mountain bikers, horse owners with trailers, high school mountain bike 
teams divert traffic from Hog Hollow to other trailheads within Suncrest neighborhoods; 2) 
Longstanding routes for these groups will now be cut off -- no more access to epic routes on 
Three Falls/Alpine/Lambert/back up Hog Hollow; riding gravel bikes up CC and down HH and 
then connecting to AF Canyon and Murdock Canal, etc...
John Dunn:
I'm shocked, saddened and a bit outraged by this sudden lack of access both for my personal 
riding and because I do help coach one of the HS and Jr Devo teams who use those trails 
regularly during the season.
Breezy Anson (Alpine City Trails Committee):
I was literally in diapers when my parents would take me on horse rides from our home and up 
Hog Hollow to the Corner Canyon look out. The summer going into 8th grade (circ. 1991) I 
started and continued to ride up Hog Hollow and down into Draper. I would stop by the old 
German restaurant, Hiedles or Heidi's, to call my mom to come pick me up.
Elden Nelson:
I'd add my own name and Doug Anderson's name to the list of folks who have ridden this trail for 
at least 20 years. I distinctly remember it was one of the first "big" rides he showed me when I 
was just starting mountain biking, back in 1995.



5. Individual Witnesses:

(These individuals can attest that they have been riding mountain bikes through Hog Hollow 
dating back at least 20 years)

Bruce Argyle (Alpine) rides from 1997
Chad Hunter (Highland) rides from  1980
Gary Argyle (Highland) rides from  2000
Dominic Bria (Logan) rides from 1999
Matt Flygare (Tooele) rides from 2000
Mike Engberson (Eagle Mountain) rides from 1999
Lane Stevens (Alpine) rides from 1999
Steve Winters rides from 1993
Greg Schauerhammer rides from 2002
Jon Beesley rides from 2000
Greg Paul (Alpine) rides from 1995
Breezy Anson (Alpine) rides from 1991
Doug Andeson rides from 2000
Elden Nelson rides from 2000
Dan Jimenez rides from 2000
Brianne Hamilton riding since late 1980s
Randy Hamilton riding since 1980s
Eric Harrison rides from 2002
Jay Griffin rides since 1990
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